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Finns, or even exiled revolutionary Russians. It is rarely possible for
a foreign secretary, taking the wider view which hfe task necessitates,
to go all the way with such enthusiasts; and Grey, through his En-
tente with Russia, had often to appear especially disappointing.
How did Grey deal with this hostility? Generally speaking, by
leaving it alone until something like a serious revolt threatened, and
then coming to the house of commons and delivering a speech, which
by its tact and moderation and the obvious loftiness and nobility of
the man behind it swept the assembly off its feet and silenced criticism
for the time being. But these speeches rarely instructed their hearers
in the realities of the situation; nor was it often possible that they
should. A foreign secretary, who made a habit of stating in public
the real considerations which motived his action, would be like a man
exposing naked lights in a fiery mine. Grey was very adroit in avoid-
ing such perils, as a single instance may show. In the spring of 1913
he threw the weight of Great Britain on the side of the view that
Scutari, which the Montenegrins besieged and eventually reduced,
must go not to them but to the Albanians. Now his real motive for
doing this was to save the peace of Europe, Russia having stolen a
inarch on Austria-Hungary through the success of the Balkan League,
Austria-Hungary had retorted by insisting on the creation of an
independent Albania, to keep the Slav kingdoms off the Adriatic.
For such an Albania Scutari was conceived as essential, and had
Grey not supported the Austrian demand against Russia, there might
probably have been war. It was a boldly pacific step; it proved the
turning-point in the London Conference; and it disproved, if any
fuel could, the German legend of British 'encirclement'. But Grey
did not say those things to the house of commons. He said (what was
the cane) that Scutari was a genuinely Albanian town, and told the
house! to the heart-felt satisfaction of the liberal benches, that in this
mutter he wa» on the side of the rights of nationality. Thus he scored
a great parliamentary success without saying anything that was
dangerous or anything that was not in itself true. But at the same
time his party was left uninstructed as to the real mainsprings of the
policy pursued.
How ought Grey to have made this defect good? By realising—as
wither h« nor Ascfuith ever did realize—that parliament was not
everything, and that to keep democracy in step with their policy it
was essential to educate it through the press. Both these men exerted
si nm-Hwumate mastery over the house of commons, and both per-
petually made the mistake of thinking that a debating victory, which
earned the home, carried the country also. There was only one
literal journalist—the editor of a paper with an influential but very
small circulation—whom either of them ever ordinarily deigned to

